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Type something

Interactive projection mapping? Using a hardware to interactive with the image?

Using fingertrak to connect one person to another person in another dome?

Type something

Type something

Type something

https://i- dat.org/murmuration/

Using Speech- to- text realtime display between 
domes - visual display of sound - live ambisonics

Recognised it immediately!

Concept

Ideas

Type something

Technology

Geographically distributed

https://www.dc.artechouse.com/hakanai

Flexible/adaptable

Audience?

Who will want to use it?Why will it be used?

Help people reconnect?

https://www.scifilab.org/fingertrak

To overcome time/distance?

Central focus in tackling mental health?

Using sensors to track the people involved and give feedback (vibrations) whether people 
come close to others in the dome? 3D environment for audio?

Disconnected groups

Building a sensory awareness of another  world

Timeline/Actions:
Revised timeline following SWCTN Extension:
12 March: Follow up workshop
19 March: Fixed pitches
23 March: Fulldome Network Pitch
26 March: SWCTN Showcase (video needs to be 
developed before this - TBC)

GamingData linked

Mohamed

Physical Interaction
with Light , motion and sensors

Type something

Lidar Point Cloud Data Maps for Architecture Spaces

Virtual Cities Maps -  Connected through Domes Nodes

What i do ?

I use TouchDesigner and Unity for Realtime Media

Projection Mapping

Interactive and Immersive Media

Light and Pixle Mapping

I work with Arduino , Electronics and Sensors

Mobile Interface for Audience to Stream Data in to the Dome Virtual Environment Hub

Use Node Red and WebBased Interface for Interaction from other Domes and Feeding Data 
into the Dome

Having a Point Cloud Speculative Virtual Map that connect all the Dome Nodes in one space 
and visualizing Audience Interaction from each node

Rhys

What I do

Unreal Engine 4

Unity

UE4 Networking

Makes a good pasty

Ideas

Real time. Using UE4 and a dedicated server that you can connect domes up to and stream 
data to each other.

Data bases. Can use either UE or Unity to connect to something like firebase and store data 
for a longer experience that is less real time

Use some sort of ambisonics to get peoples positions and represent them on the dome

Dome Stranding, strands from the very tip top of the dome that come down to the last 
known location and wiggle or something. With a whole load of different colours depending 
on the location that that person is in, so like blue for Plymouth and red for Minsk? Covid 
friendly as you do not need to get close to each other and no shared surfaces other than 
the floor

Project a sillhouette of people projected from their current position from the central point 
of the dome, sort of a virtual gathering of people. You can link up with others and interact 
with each other, make it more of an interactive experience. Connected but apart.

Real time bogies shouting match?

Get the volume of the shout and represent that on the dome with some scaled object

Sort of like a territory game where you are trying to claim the most area of the dome by 
being louder?

Connect their mobile phones and choose which dome they are in on setup or guess with 
GPS?

Using their phones there could be some sort of minigame where they are playing a game 
with each other, could be something like it or splatoon with the dome walls?

Something like we saw in Japan, have some little people going around the dome and have 
the user able to add objects like blocks, trees and interactables like spouts of water or 
windmills. Create an interactive virtual eco system of little people

Using mobile phones

Ambisonics or sound stuff

Have something like a graffiti simulator where you can draw whatever you want on your 
mobile and project it onto the screen, adds the image to some sort of database with its 
position on the screen and it can be like one of those trees people carve their names into 
but a dome and virtually without the damage to the tree or the natural environment and all 
that.

Kinect or people tracking with any technology that we may or may not find works better

Track peoples eyes and light up areas of the dome where they are looking, have that 
interact with other people from every dome on the server. Do some cool light show type 
things with the different colours

Tracking people and leave it up to the people with what they do? Have some sort of 
animated runner or something that changes state depending on what the user is doing? 
Maybe a bit much? But have it so the user does stuff and can basically treat it as a sandbox 
thing where you walk around with each other?

Pull some shapes, shout to take a screenshot and project your shape onto the dome, create 
some sort of ancient Greek pottery design or something. Work in teams or be destructive?

Over time compile a database of sound waves of peoples passing by and have just a very 
colourful dome with all sorts of colours, of course the colours being from where the dome is 
located.

Non- Interactive experience

Get direction for each of the domes and work out angles and have corners for each of the 
cities. In each of the cities you have their day night cycle and their weather. Have some sort 
of live weather app that is in a dome?

Luke
(Pantologist)

solutions

physical

metaphysicalUnity

AGORA chat & video api
10,000 free minutes a month

https://www.agora.io/en/unity/

Cant change installs so multiplayer
aspects based around sharing data,

stored and read from the cloud

Collaborative fulldome publishing space.
Leave artifacts for other domes to see and read that float around the space.

Inputs> Twitter API, Instagram, open source tilt brush for doodles

Raspberry pi
Audio

Visual

upto 200 degree fisheye lenses available

free streaming applications
would require fixed URL for each site

otherwise paid service or dedicated server

Respeaker 4 mic array
for AI & directional Voice detection apps

https://respeaker.io/4_mic_array/

google cloud speech recognition,
with speech to text.

Supporting 120 languages
both custom physical AI audio device
with unity viewing platform?

Great for diversity and accessibility

without power and internet access
the robot takeover is dead in the water

untouchable things eg - software
My Jam

(Hardware (a thing (transcendental phage)))

https://mixlr.com/

free live broadcasting

DOME CAM FROM A DOME IN A DOME

lots of ways to interface between active streams

Touchdesigner

max/msp unity

HTML

unreal

Capture device /spout/ resolume

Rassberry PI

 A web based - Node- Red UX InterfaceAudience connecting through Mobile Phones & Tablets with the App Interface

TouchDesigner is Streaming back the Interaction to Unity over spout to stream it to the 
virtual sphere Environment

TouchDesigner Communicating with the Pi - Node Red Interface over OSC and WebSockets

The Pi is Connected over Network with the Server

time, money, manpower restrictions mean
solution should be simple and robust, 
working backwards from what can 
technically be achieved for effective 
telepresence

Genis To Genocide, Emmett Saint Sebastian, Emmett

Nativity in Black, Emmett

Revealing new 
realities.

Digitally augmented communication via performance, Emmett Virtual portals to multiple realities, Emmett

 mathewemmett.com

CHARLES DARWIN, The
Atlantic Project,
Plymouth, 2018
The German-English collaboration of
Kranemann-Emmett seeks to infect the
familiar with an experience of a world
beyond the familiar. Kranemann-
Emmett look to the precarious forces
within evolution, mutating the ...

Immersive AV projects, 
Emmett

Technical Softwares

PROJECT#1:

> TITLE: ORB

> DESCRIPTION:
The ORB is a physical networked object that 
simultaneously occupies multiple geolocations. 
It is both synchronous and asynchronous. 

> FUNCTION:
It acts as an eye and an ear, transmitting audio visual data 
from its various locations to all its other locations allowing 
the viewer to observe and listen.
It collects multiple sensor data from each location to 
share with its replicas.
The ORB is reminiscent of an ‘Object Request Broker’.

> USER/AUDIENCE:
The ORB would sit in a partners venue, in close proximity 
to the fulldome space and would be a window on all the 
other fulldome spaces and activities.

> PRAGMATICS:
Synchronous and asynchronous data stream mean it 
collects data across time zones creating a psychometric 
architecture and memory of things that happened.

> TECH:
rapid prototyped structure
several touch screens, android tablets, each representing 
another ORB location
Unity 3D engine app
Wifi
Online platform for collecting, managing and distributing 
the data/content.

> TEAM:

PROJECT#2:

> TITLE: POOL

> DESCRIPTION:
A shared software space which contains content 
audio/visual/data elements from partner locations. This 
pool of content is navigable, synchronous and 
asynchronous showing fulldome clips, WIP and realtime 
feeds from fulldome spaces. 
Realtime audio/data streams between fulldome venues.
Overlapping sonification of data feeds from each venue or 
audio feeds from a location shared across all the 
locations.

> FUNCTION:
The POOL is a collective audio/visual database of content 
which can be viewed and navigated in multiple locations 
showing content that can be manipulated in realtime and 
updated across the network allowing co- curation and 
audience interaction.
Allows a distributed authoring of content.
To create shared audio and data environments.
Listening to fulldomes

> USER/AUDIENCE:
Audiences in multiple fulldome spaces, between shows 
and for a playful interactions.

> PRAGMATICS:
Is there time and space in fulldome venues?
Will need to be linked through the pilots consoles
Asynchronous for cross timezone interactions.
Is there time and space in fulldome venues?
Will need to be linked through the pilots consoles
Asynchronous for cross timezone interactions.

> TECH:
Unity 3D
Online content platform.
Networked through the control consoles.

> TEAM:

PROJECT#3:

> TITLE: STREAM

> DESCRIPTION:
Realtime audio/data streams between fulldome venues.
Overlapping sonification of data feeds from each venue or 
audio feeds from a location shared across all the 
locations.

> FUNCTION:
To create shared audio and data environments.
Listening to fulldomes

> USER/AUDIENCE:
Audiences in multiple fulldome spaces, between shows 
and for a playful interactions.

> PRAGMATICS:
Is there time and space in fulldome venues?
Will need to be linked through the pilots consoles
Asynchronous for cross timezone interactions.

> TECH:
Sensors
Unity 3D? Audio processor?
Microphone cluster
Spatial audio

> TEAM:

https://i- dat.org/murmuration/

https://i- dat.org/confluence- project/

http://quorum.i- dat.org/quorumscape/

“The consequences of various world plans could be computed and projected, using the 
accumulated history- long inventory of economic, demographic, and sociological data. All the 
world would be dynamically viewable and picturable and radioable to all the world, so that 
common consideration in a most educated manner of all world problems by all world 
people would become a practical event.”

(R. Buckminster Fuller, 1962)

https://i- dat.org/tiwwa- a- quorum- project- tate- modern/

HYBRID HUB

Liber Legis – AIWASS v2.0 is an encapsulated Artificial Neural Network, a self- contained 
computational system that performs a set of simple coded actions. https://i- dat.org/liber- 
legis- aiwass- v2- 0/

Psychometric Architecture

http://arch- os.com/projects/psychometric- architecture/

The concepts of objects (or places) seeming to record events and then play them back for 
sensitive people is generally referred to as ‘psychometry’. Arch- OS extends this apparent 
paranormal context by linking through a live network three remote architectures, forming a 
new ‘Psychometric Architecture’... a networked architecture that merges the activities of 
each building, creating a composite of synchronous and asynchronous ghostly inhabitants... 
the feeling of being here... or there... before....

>

        Oct. 8-10 2021
Fulldome UK (FDUK) - Plymouth
Fulldome Festival - Jena
Domefest West - Los Angeles

https://studiomoniker.com/projects/dance- tonite
https://studiomoniker.com/
http://connectingcities.net/about- connecting- cities
https://www.tagtool.org/
https://www.tree.fm/
https://sindsjijdoodbent.nl/

-          Hybrid Hubs final production mid April (after builders leave RIO)
-          Ryhs, use the dome as a canvas to help represent how the pandemic connects over geographies – connecting people/storytelling. Digital handshake. Phone to be graffiti’s post messages off the board.
-          Konstantin https://www.tagtool.org/. MS screensaver idea.
-          Mohammed: Interesting idea for all domes to participate on this. Could sound be an additional feature. Sounds using phone/mobile. Add in a 3D printer to add to a playful experience. Intersection with light or materials. Give people the opportunity to participate in creative ideas and offering feelings. https://studiomoniker.com/projects/dance- tonite
-          Luke: building a ray in the community to make things fly around.
-          Christiana: A partnership project/model/incubator bringing together computational and physical spaces of production to generate content, projects and creative ideas. Hybrid creativity by connecting domes, practitioners, places and spaces.
           2nd idea - A virtual global web dome, where the Dome Network presents projects and diverse programmes from all locations
-          Mike: Psychometric architecture capturing live video feed blending together with people also in the space giving. Linked to Impact Lab.
-          Philip: Ideas for network projects: Tree linked. TREE FM, https://www.tree.fm/ live stream. 2nd idea. Public spaces, wishing tree. The Safe project. Recording devices in Borneo to listen to certain animals. Autonomous recording devices.
-          Mike: One source of the sounds swaps between different location. Hang a wish on a tree. A immersive wishing tree. Viewed online and in domes. Needs to be relevant regardless of the pandemic. Content to be shared/content to be viewed? Problematic in ownership of content. Which Domes across the world would be interested in more interesting programming?
-          Bryn : https://sindsjijdoodbent.nl/
-          Tuesday deadline for comments and ideas.

SYNTHESIS:

PITCH:

PRODUCTION:

WIP VIDEO:

NOTES: 12/03/21:

> scanning physical into the digital space
> a zoom for fulldome
> making a wish into this space
>

NOTES: 19/03/21:

Audio Immersion in other spaces (forests)
Streaming each location
transplanting the audio from one space to 
another

https://www.tree.fm/

http://connectingcities.net/about- 
connecting- cities

https://www.tagtool.org/

Christiana K

Digital R&D Collaborative Space: Thinking Lab/Online Brainstorming /Collective Improvisation          
(It can consist of different rooms build in a dome where you enter with your avatar - 

then you choose your room / tool of interaction or each room is dedicated to a different purpose)
Design of a participatory open toolkit for collaboration which can be used from all Domes
- Workshops for multidisciplinary practitioners/organisations
- Thematic Calls / Meetings
- Gamification: Using game design elements & principles in non- game contexts to explore playroom- like 
ideas, in an open format
- Virtual residencies: Matchmaking & content generation (ideas/projects) In dialogue with the Physical space

-          Production (Labs, Organisational resources, workshops, skills)
-          Domes (production and dissemination / presentation of projects)
-          Geographies (connecting different locations)

Outcome
-          Project
-          Festival
-          Conference
-          Broadcast
-          Publication

Resources
- Hybrid Labs Network https://hybrid.i3s.up.pt
- Hybrid Space Lab https://hybridspacelab.net
- Connecting Cities http://connectingcities.net
 - New Art City https://newart.city

Philip

Type something

Make a Wish

Amongst the Trees

People are invited to 'make a wish' by writing on a label and attaching it to a tree.
We Keep the question wide open. Something like "What do you wish for in 2021?".
We ask for a little more non- identifiable information: First Name, Age, Location, Date.

The wishing tree exists in multiple locations, both physical and non- physical. The physical manifestations would be located in public, accessible spaces within the Hybrid Hubs network, such 
as the Devonport Market Hall cafe or the foyer of the Roland Levinsky Building. There would be the tree itself, some printed labels and some pens.
The non- physical manifestation exists as a website, where visitors can make their wishes and attach their label to a virtual tree. This data is automatically added to a database.
For the physical trees, the wishes would be manually entered into the database, once a week or on a sensible interval, depending on the number of wishes accumilated.

This data set then drives a forest of individual wishing trees, generated in realtime in Unreal Engine. The forest forms a connected immersive experience within the network of domes. 
Inside the dome, visitors are able to roam through the forest using a handheld naviagtion device and zoom in and read the individual wishes. The tree's shape, size, colour and location are 
also data driven, and its properties animate over time (growing more branches as more wishes are added). Filters would enable one to hide or highlight the wishes by criterea such as age, 
location and keywords. If we give each wish a unique ID (each physical label is numbered and each web visit generates a code) then visitors could also search out their own wishes within 
the virtual forest

A light breeze runs through the forest, and the most popular words on each tree gently eminate outwards and are carried on the wind...

An immersive sonic experience. Inspired by two separate projects:
One is very simple website called tree.fm. Here you can listen to short field recordings of forests from around the world. https://www.tree.fm/

The other is the SAFE project, which is studying rainforests in Borneo. http://acoustics.safeproject.net/
"SAFE Acoustics is an interdisciplinary research project, where we are applying cutting- edge advances from the fields of engineering and machine learning to fully automate biodiversity monitoring in 
the  tropical forests of Borneo. We do this by listening to the sounds of the animals."
On their website you can listen to the sounds from different locations within the rainforest, at different times of day.
It featured on BBC Radio 4's Inside Science in January: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000qy0h

Live- streaming video in to a dome (especially high- quality 360 video) is technically challenging. The camera equipment is not cheap, and the bandwidth requirements are high. On the other 
hand, live streaming audio, even multiple streams, is a lot less challenging. We would set up some cheap autonomous audio recording and streaming devices (arduino / raspberry pie with a 
3G data link - also solar powered?) and have them live stream the ambient sounds from multiple different locations. These need not just be forests, but could be other rural and urban 
settings too). These sounds would be streamed in to the domes and composited together, again using Unreal Engine to provide the visual context. The different sound streams would be 
located in 3D space, getting louder as one approached them. Visually, we would create a living landscape, generated in realtime, that ran indefinately, Over a given 24- hour period, the sun 
would rise and set, the environment would transition from day to night and back again. The idea here is less to create a dynamic interactive experience, but more of a shared, extensible 
meditation and relaxation space.

The autonomous recording stations could also feature other sensors (such as temparateure) as per the iDAT Confluence project. These data would dynamically drive visual changes in the 
forest. Over time, as more participants joined the network, new remote recording locations could be added and the virtual forest could grow...

 One Small World 

key skills

Sketch Aquarium
YouTube

Coding Adventure: Boids
YouTube

Nature and Artificial Life . Life on the Web , The Web is our New Home .
The Market Hall Dome will Become a Living Heart Beating  by Connecting with other Domes over the 
web . Will connect with our New WORLD /Home "The Web" Which bring us all together and becoming a 
Virtual Artificial World for us to connect,  to engage and to be in one place at a distance. This "New 
Home"  is like the Green Forests for our planet they are The Lungs and The Beating Heart for our body 
that we cannot live without .

The Market Hall Dome is like the Beating Heart of our body and like the Forest the Beating Heart to our 
Planet . Like the Dubai Expo 2020 Dome the beating heart of the Expo where people from all around the 
world come to visit .

My Inspiration 
for the 

Concept based 
on Phillips 

Ideas

Streaming Interaction from audience with the audio and the Visuals inside this "New Virtual Home " over 
OSC and Web / Mobile Interface .

Dubai Expo Dome
The Beating Heart of the Expo

 www.youtube.com

Al Wasl Plaza | The
Beating Heart of Expo
2020
Expect to be spellbound when the
world’s largest 360-degree projection
screen lights up The World’s Greatest
Show #Expo2020 #Dubai Follow us on:--
-----------...

Dubai Expo Dome
The Beating Heart of the Expo

Emmett

Emmett Emmett

Emmett Emmett Emmett

Emmett

Fish (Or whatever you want) Tank Idea

Overview
Images/gifs put together using Unreal Engine over the week end to visualise 
our idea. Flow chart example of how we see this project flowing.

Engine
Using Unreal Engine 4 we can produce good looking content quicker than 
adjusting Unity HDRP. We can use volumetric fog to simulate depth in the 
environment, be it ocean or just forest fog.

Fish/animal
The fish or animals, whatever is decided, will boid around an enclosed area with 
a boundary around the edge of the world and a sphere covering the dome area 
to stop the fish getting too close. These fish will have a texture that gets 
scanned in using an APK version of a build or a separate program that is 
designed to pick out the drawn image. This drawing could be digital or physical 
depending on the demands.

Authorisation 
Because the domes are going to be manned constantly while it is on, it will 
make sense to have someone filter out inappropriate drawings. With the 
physical option it is as easy as not allowing the drawing to be scanned in. For a 
more decentralised method that would allow for both physical and digital 
drawings to be submitted, we could have a authorisation station, where 
someone sits in front of a machine all day either accepting or denying drawings 
to the dome. Not sure of the logistics of this, work this out at some point.

Connections and Server
UE4 does not have a hard cap on the amount of connections, but if we have a 
cap of 100 users per server we can just run another server to start connecting 
more domes if the need arises. With 100 connections we could either go the 
tablet APK route and take up some spaces with those, or go the web build route 
and use a database for fish input and have up to 100 domes connected at 
once. Having the domes connect to one server instead of all being offline and 
connecting to a database allows for future expansion, like adding events based 
off of in world conditions. For example; a whale swims along if lots of small 
fish are added, or a shark comes to say hello if there are lots of individual fish. 
Having the domes linked up together this way can add more than just going to 
see the dome as it is, it can add a social aspect to it. Imagine some in world 
event or some fish align that someone may find funny. They could post about it 
on Twitter with some sort of hashtag and someone on the other side of the 
world could also be experiencing the same thing and also post on Twitter. A bit 
of a stretch, but entirely possible.

Sound
Using UE4 we can import Steam Audio. This is a plugin that improves the audio 
capabilities of the engine, allowing us to make use of spatial audio which would 
add to the experience in the dome, having schools or shoals of fish or bird float 
or fly around you with the wooshing sound just adds more sensory data that 
can help keep the user engaged. Plus it would feel more polished than just 
some planes moving around on a screen.

NOT

PROJECT#2:

> TITLE: POOL

> DESCRIPTION:
A shared software space which contains content 
audio/visual/data elements from partner locations. This 
pool of content is navigable, synchronous and 
asynchronous showing fulldome clips, WIP and realtime 
feeds from fulldome spaces. 
Realtime audio/data streams between fulldome venues.
Overlapping sonification of data feeds from each venue or 
audio feeds from a location shared across all the 
locations.

> FUNCTION:
The POOL is a collective audio/visual database of content 
which can be viewed and navigated in multiple locations 
showing content that can be manipulated in realtime and 
updated across the network allowing co- curation and 
audience interaction.
Allows a distributed authoring of content.
To create shared audio and data environments.
Listening to fulldomes

> USER/AUDIENCE:
Audiences in multiple fulldome spaces, between shows 
and for a playful interactions.

> PRAGMATICS:
Is there time and space in fulldome venues?
Will need to be linked through the pilots consoles
Asynchronous for cross timezone interactions.
Is there time and space in fulldome venues?
Will need to be linked through the pilots consoles
Asynchronous for cross timezone interactions.

> TECH:
Unity 3D
Online content platform.
Networked through the control consoles.

> TEAM:

https://i-dat.org/murmuration/
https://www.dc.artechouse.com/hakanai
https://www.scifilab.org/fingertrak
https://www.agora.io/en/unity/
https://respeaker.io/4_mic_array/
https://mixlr.com/
https://i-dat.org/murmuration/
https://i-dat.org/confluence-project/
http://quorum.i-dat.org/quorumscape/
https://i-dat.org/tiwwa-a-quorum-project-tate-modern/
https://i-dat.org/liber-legis-aiwass-v2-0/
https://i-dat.org/liber-legis-aiwass-v2-0/
http://arch-os.com/projects/psychometric-architecture/
https://studiomoniker.com/projects/dance-tonite
https://studiomoniker.com/
http://connectingcities.net/about-connecting-cities
https://www.tagtool.org/
https://www.tree.fm/
https://sindsjijdoodbent.nl/
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tagtool.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7CM.Phillips%40plymouth.ac.uk%7Cd504702be19445a5a74608d8e89a4a35%7C5437e7eb83fb4d1abfd3bb247e061bf1%7C1%7C0%7C637515096656329591%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=QzmqbrfTDUFiDikYv3tEJeQToL4WtzazgT80q0FQo5o%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstudiomoniker.com%2Fprojects%2Fdance-tonite&data=04%7C01%7CM.Phillips%40plymouth.ac.uk%7Cd504702be19445a5a74608d8e89a4a35%7C5437e7eb83fb4d1abfd3bb247e061bf1%7C1%7C0%7C637515096656329591%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=NVAWh2DYadL2maelqvox8Hg%2FafsZe5KL%2FLkye3D7zD4%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tree.fm%2F&data=04%7C01%7CM.Phillips%40plymouth.ac.uk%7Cd504702be19445a5a74608d8e89a4a35%7C5437e7eb83fb4d1abfd3bb247e061bf1%7C1%7C0%7C637515096656339585%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=S8x2DaDWMGI%2FmpaEoRJiPuZbP%2FKn8gaCtdAuUjitBPM%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsindsjijdoodbent.nl%2F&data=04%7C01%7CM.Phillips%40plymouth.ac.uk%7Cd504702be19445a5a74608d8e89a4a35%7C5437e7eb83fb4d1abfd3bb247e061bf1%7C1%7C0%7C637515096656349583%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=iXYYm%2BuKvpMqoznRmij8CAmXyQ7KlzEOeMG%2Bd3zHWyI%3D&reserved=0
https://www.tree.fm/
http://connectingcities.net/about-connecting-cities
http://connectingcities.net/about-connecting-cities
https://www.tagtool.org/
https://hybrid.i3s.up.pt/
https://hybridspacelab.net/
http://connectingcities.net/
https://newart.city/
https://www.tree.fm/
http://acoustics.safeproject.net/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000qy0h

